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     The magnetic field minimum is an important factor 
exerting influence on the plasma stability [1, 2]. It has 
been demonstrated in several papers that the growth of 
gas-kinetic plasma pressure gives rise to the magnetic 
well with the result that for a number of most dangerous 
MHD instabilities the restriction on ultimate pressure in 
plasma stability [3, 4] is removed. However, the 
torsatron magnetic system can have both the vacuum 
magnetic hill and the vacuum magnetic well; therefore, 
when performing analytical calculations of the mean 
magnetic well caused by plasma pressure it is essential 
to know the both parameters. 
 This paper gives the analytical calculations of 
the vacuum magnetic hill and vacuum magnetic well for 
the l=2 torsatron. The formulae for averaging over 
magnetic surfaces were used to calculate analytically the 
mean magnetic well for various profiles of angles of 
rotational transform in the radius and various plasma 
pressure profiles [5].  
     First we derive the relations to calculate the vacuum 
magnetic hill of the l=2 torsatron. It is known that the 
longitudinal magnetic field and the equation of magnetic 
surfaces for the l ≥ 2 torsatron in the cylindrical 
coordinate frame (r, ϑ, zo) have the following forms [6]: 
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the radius of helical winding, J is the current in the 
winding pole, ε = 2πa/L is the tangent of tilting angle of 
helical conductor to the cylinder axis, L is the pitch 
length of helical conductor, γ0 is the angular  width of 
helical winding pole, Bo is the longitudinal field excited 
by external coils, caJl /2 ε  is the longitudinal field 
created by the helical winding; Il and Kl are the modified 
Bessel functions of order l. As it follows from 
expression (1), the variable constituent of the 
longitudinal field Bzchanges its sign to the opposite at 
angles )...3,2,1,0(/2/ =+= klkl ππθ . This means 
that the longitudinal field Bz can be both increasing and 
decreasing in the radius, and therefore, the field line 
belonging to the magnetic surface can be both in the 
region of the increasing magnetic field (well) and in the 
region of the falling-off longitudinal magnetic field 
(antiwell).  
 The mean vacuum hill (antiwell)  value is given 
by the following formula [5] 
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where V′(r1) and V′(o)  are the derivatives of specific 
volumes on the magnetic surface of average radius r 
and on the magnetic axis rc, respectively; B01 is the 
longitudinal field on the magnetic axis, <Bz>  is the 
longitudinal field averaged over magnetic surfaces. For 
convenience, the subscript z at Bz will be omitted. The 
1/ oz BB ><  value is calculated according to [5] as 
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is the longitudinal field associated with the magnetic 
axis, e = KϕA is the ellipticity of magnetic surfaces, 
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 We average the longitudinal field B(r1, θ1) over 
the magnetic surfaces which are given for the l=2 
torsatron by the following equation 
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where r is the mean radius of the magnetic surface. 
Substituting (5) into (4), writing r1 in terms of θ1 and 
using the magnetic-surface equation (6), we obtain after 
integration the expression for the averaged magnetic 
field 
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With a knowledge of the magnetic surface shape, it is 
possible to determine the ellipticity e as 
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where rmin and rmax are, respectively, the minimum and 
maximum magnetic-surface radii of the torsatron. 
Substituting (7) into formula (3) we obtain the 
expression for calculating the magnetic hill value  
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In the toroidal case, the magnetic surface ellipticity 
changes in the length of the system.  Therefore, 
substitution of ellipticity averaged over the length of 
helical winding pitch is necessary in formula (9).  
 We now determine the mean vacuum magnetic 
well due to the toroidal magnetic field:  
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where )/1/()/4(01 oRcrcaJoBB ±+= ε  is the toroidal 
field on the magnetic axis, Ro is the major radius of the 
torus, rc is the magnetic axis displacement. Averaging 
the field (10) over magnetic surfaces (6) we obtain the 
mean toroidal field on the magnetic surface of average 
radius r, for the l=2 torsatron as  
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where 12
2 ,),1/()/( FcroRReRrX ±=±=  is the 
hypergeometrical Gaussian function. The plus and 
minus signs in the expression for X correspond to the 
vertical and horizontal location of magnetic surfaces, 
respectively. Substituting expression (11) into (3) we 
obtain the magnetic well δU+/U and δU-/U values for 
horizontally and vertically lying magnetic surfaces, 
respectively. The resulting magnetic well δU-/U is 
determined as an average of δU+/U and δU-/U: 
2/1/ =UUδ )// ( UUUU −++ δδ           (12) 
In the X<<1 case (small-toroidicity case, ro/R<0.2), the 
mean magnetic well can be written in the form  
),1/()/(2/1/ 22 eRrUU −−=δ            (13) 
or, writing in terms of err −= 1/max  and  
err += 1/min   we obtain 
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Adding together expressions (9) and (12) gives the 
magnetic well (or antiwell) value of the torsatron. The 
analytical calculations made to determine the mean 
vacuum magnetic well and the mean vacuum hill for the 
LHD and Uragan-2M torsatrons are in good agreement 
with the numerical calculations performed for these 
systems [7, 8].  
The magnetic well value specified by plasma pressure 
profiles P=Po and P=Po ( )(/)(1 1 orr ΨΨ− ) (Ψ is the 
averaged function of vacuum magnetic surfaces) is given 
by formula [9]  
where 
)/1/(),/1/()/1( 01111 oRcroBBRrRrd +=+−= is the 
longitudinal magnetic field on the magnetic axis, Bo is 
the longitudinal field on the axis of the system. The 
coefficients a, b, c for the pressure distribution P=Po are 
written as 
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and for the pressure distribution P=Po 
( )(/)(1 orr ΨΨ− ) the coefficients a, b, c are 
expressed as follows: 
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For P=P0
2))(/)(1( orr ΨΨ−  the magnetic well is 
given by the expression [10] 
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the Al, Bl, Cl, Dl, El values are calculated from the 
equations 
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where  α=t(o)/t(ro) is the ratio of the angle of rotational 
transform on the magnetic axis to its value at the plasma 
boundary of radius r=r0. Using expressions (15) and (16) 
we calculate the relative value of the mean magnetic 
well caused by the above-considered plasma pressure 
distributions at different profiles of vacuum angle of 
rotational transform. Fig. shows B01/<B> -1 as a 
function of the average radius rl/r0 for the magnetic axis 
displacement rc/ro = 0.3. In the plots, α is the parameter 
that characterizes the profile of the vacuum angle of 
rotational transform (а-α=0; b-α=0,2; с-α=0,4; d-
α=0,6;  e-α=0,8; f-α=1,0). It is seen from the figure 
that an increasing α the mean magnetic well value 
decreases for all plasma pressure profiles considered. 
For small α (magnetic systems with a large shear of field 
lines), the magnetic well value depends only slightly on 
plasma pressure profiles. In the case of α close to unity 
(small shear of field lines), the mean magnetic well 
determined by uniform plasma distribution in the radius 
(P=Po) vanishes. In this case, the magnetic system will 
have either a vacuum magnetic hill (formula (9)) or a 
vacuum magnetic well (formulae (12), (13)). 
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